COMBINED LOAD CUSTOMER PRIMER
GOAL: TO EXPLAIN THE CHANGES IN PROCESS FOR OUTGOING LOADS FROM SUNEX
WAREHOUSE. DESCRIPTION OF CUSTOMER FACING DOCUMENTS AND HOW THEY
CAN BE USED BY SUNEX CUSTOMERS DURING RECEIVING PROCESSES.
Sunex operations is changing process whereby outgoing customer loads will contain multiple purchase orders.
The goal of this process change is to reduce delivery lead times, increase quality and accuracy of shipments, and
reduce the number of individual shipments, whether less-than-truckload or parcel, delivered to our customers
distribution centers. To achieve these goals, several of the documents that accompany Sunex shipments have
changed. This guide will explain all of the documents that accompany a Sunex shipment and how they can be
used during receiving processes by Sunex customers. The final section is a list of contact information if you
require clarification or would like to deliver feedback or suggestions.

Pallet Contents Document:
This document will accompany each pallet within your order on the outside of the black shrink wrap in a
clear document pouch. It details all items on said pallet by Customer Purchase Order, part number,
description, and quantity present. Line items without a PO next to them are shipped against the first
listed PO above in line item sequence (fig 1.1). If discrepancies or damages are found, please reference
the purchase order number and skid id number so that Sunex operations can identify the process
defect, put countermeasures in place, and deliver process defect feedback where applicable (fig 1.2).

Skid ID Number (fig 1.2)

PO Line items on skid (fig 1.1)

Carton Contents Label:
Each carton on the pallet will be labeled with a carton contents label (fig2.1). The label details customer
purchase order number, SKUs contained within, and the quantity of said SKU within. All cartons will be
single purchase order to aid in the receiving process (fig2.2). A unique UCC sequence barcode is at the
bottom of each label and can be used during ASN receiving process (fig2.2).

Individual carton contents labels (fig2.1)

Customer PO in text and barcode format (fig 2.2)

SKU, description, quantity (fig2.2)

UCC sequence for ASN receiving (fig2.2)
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Shipment Manifest:
The lead pallet in a load will have the load manifest documents contained within a document pouch
labeled packing slips enclosed (fig3.1). The manifest will be purchase order specific and list all units and
quantities shipped against a specific PO in the load (fig3.2).

Fig3.1

Fig3.2
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Bill of Lading:
The bill of lading document will list all of the purchase orders shipped against in a load (fig4.1). The
total number of cartons associated with a purchase order across all pallets in load is listed to the right of
the specific purchase order number.

Fig4.1

Contact Information:
If you require clarification on any of the above documents or how to use them, please reach out to the
following contacts.
Customer service manager:
Tiffany Cochran: tiffanycohran@sunextools.com
Project Manager:
George Heitz: georgeheitz@visllcusa.com
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